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Alumnus Wei Been Yu Establishes iST Elite Scholarship, Offering

Up to NT$1.08 Million; Yuru Lin and Cheng-En Lee Awarded  
 

Founded by Physics Department alumnus Wei Been Yu, Integrated Service

Technology Inc. (iST) collaborates with the Physics Department to select

outstanding students for internships at iST. The results of the first

"Elite Cultivation Scholarship" have been announced. Yuru Lin, a fourth-

year student in the Bachelor's Program in Advanced Materials Science, and

Cheng-En Lee, a fourth-year Physics student, have been selected. They have

demonstrated excellent academic performance and outstanding performance in

practical courses or equipment operations. After being recommended by

their  supervising  professor,  Dr.  Ping-Hung  Yeh,  they  went  through

interviews  and  selection  processes  to  receive  the  scholarship.

 

iST has established this scholarship, which is open to undergraduate

third-year  students  to  master's  degree  students.  Undergraduates  can

receive an annual scholarship of NT$ 240,000, while master's students can

receive NT$ 300,000 annually. If a student applies from the third year of

undergraduate study to the second year of a graduate program, they can

receive a maximum scholarship of NT$ 1.08 million. iST hopes to provide

opportunities for internships through this cultivation program, allowing

outstanding  students  to  focus  on  their  studies.  iST  also  expresses

gratitude to the professors of the Physics Department for their assistance

in nurturing elite students.

 

Dr. Yeh stated that many students at Tamkang University are excellent and

have often been admitted to national university graduate schools. However,

recently, some national universities do not have better equipment and

funding than Tamkang University. He thanked Chairman Yu for giving junior

students generous scholarships and future job opportunities, offering

outstanding students another choice. This also injects strong momentum

into  the  academic  research  of  Tamkang  University.  He  also  welcomes

outstanding  students  to  continue  joining  our  strong  research  teams.

 

Yuru Lin shared that she provided a special presentation during the



interview and demonstrated her performance on and off-campus (including

competition and work-study experiences) to the supervisors at iST. Her

outstanding  performance  helped  her  gain  extra  points.  Regarding  the

internship arrangements, she hopes to work in the Materials Analysis and

Electron Microscopy Department. Lin stated, "My expertise lies in electron

microscopy operations, and I hope to make significant progress in both my

internship and academic endeavors."

 

Cheng-En Lee expressed his happiness in receiving this opportunity. He

desires to join the Materials Analysis Department and stated, "I usually

use scanning electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and electrical

analysis in the laboratory to analyze material properties. I hope to

utilize  this  opportunity  to  apply  my  learning  experiences  and  make

substantial  contributions."
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Yu-Ru Lin (right), a fourth-year student from the Advanced Materials Science Program, received the first

iST Elite Scholarship. The award was presented by Tamkang University alumna and iST Vice President Judy

Chen on behalf of the company.

 

 

Cheng-En Lee (right), a senior student from the Department of Physics, received the first iST Elite

Scholarship. The award was presented by Tamkang University alumna and iST Vice President Judy Chen on

behalf of the company.

 



 

Physics Professor Ping-Hung Yeh (far right) leads students to participate in the 2023 MRSTIC Materials

Research Society – Taiwan International Conference. On the left are Cheng-En Lee and Yuru Lin.

 

 

Physics Department Chair Cheng-Hao Chuang (left) presents the Outstanding Alumni Award. The awardees



include superconducting physicist, Distinguished Research Fellow of Academia Sinica Maw-Kuen Wu, iST

Chairman Wei Been Yu, and MIPRO Electronics Chairman Solomon Chang.

 


